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The motivation for India's constructing a separations plant
may have been largely nationalistic in origin. Certainly it is
in keeping with Indian dislike and suspicion of foreign controls
and sat'eguarda, In addition, it prov.ldes a prestige item at
fairly small cost -- roughly $7.. 5 million. However, if India
intended to develop nuclear weapons, then the construction of
a plutonium separation plant would be a necessary capital
investment.

It must be emphasized tl~t we have no direct evidence that
the Indians currently have a weapons program. India's· 12r'aft
Defense Plan includes around $300 million equivalent for
research and development over a five-year period, but no
treapons laboratory has been identified and we have seen no
Indian scientists doing the kind of research in instrumentation,
electronics and nucleonics that would be necessary for ~reapons

development. 'Iole would expect to see some evidence of such work
through publication by the Indian scientists engaged in it.
One might also anticipate Indian scientists'interest in
vreapons-z-e.Iat ed subjects expressed by them to western colleagues
at international scientif'ic gatherings or, for that matter,
greater attendance by Indians at certain of these gatherings.
No such indications have yet become apparent.

On balance, therefore, it seems unlikelJr tl1at the Indians
have yet decided to begin weapons development. At the same
time, everything the Indians have done so far would be compatible
"\orith a weapons program if at some future date it appeared
desirable to start one. This is pr-obabIy no accident. One
might fairly say that the first deliberate decision in the
series leading to· a nuclear weapon has already been taken; to
have available, on demand, unsaf'eguarded weapons-grade plutonium
or, at the least, the capacity to produce it. nle n~~~, to
begin weapons R fo.: D, could conceivably be taken at any time.

Nehru and other top leaders of the Government of India
continue to state publiCly that India ivill not attempt to develop
atomic weapons , These protestations have come with less frequency
and '\fith a decreasing ring of conviction since India's defeat at
the hands of the Chinese in the raIl of 1962. Although India
welcomed last year's nuclear test ban treaty, it did not de-emphasize
or retrench its nuclear energy program.
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